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Winder	 Power	 specialises	 in	 the	 design,	 build,	
deployment	 and	 management	 of	 power	
transformers	 and	 distribution	 transformers	 up	
to	60MVA.	

With a history dating back to 1898, all Winder Power products 

continue to be designed, hand wound and assembled at the 

company’s 80,000 square foot factory in Leeds.

Winder serves a wide range of customers in the utilities, renewable 

energy, and industrial sectors across the UK and internationally.

Winder Power can offer custom designed transformers to suit 

specifi c applications. All works are completed in accordance with 

ISO9001 accreditation and come complete with an appropriate 

guarantee.
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Power transformers

Winder	 Power	 specialise	 in	 designing	 and	
manufacturing	power	transformers	up	to	a	rating	
of	 60MVA.	 We	 have	 term	 contracts	 with	 the	
major	network	operators	in	the	United	Kingdom	
for	33/11kV	primary	power	transformers.		

We have designed and manufactured over one hundred of these 

power transformers in the past few years. They are in service from 

the Orkney Islands off the north coast of Scotland to the south of 

England.  

Winder Power’s Leeds-built power transformers are distributing 

electricity to approximately 500,000 homes and businesses 

throughout the United Kingdom.

In addition Winder’s Power transformers are distributing power 

in some of the largest petro-chemical and industrial plants in the 

United Kingdom and the Middle-East.

Winder Power transformers also connect several substation 

renewable energy schemes, such as wind farms, supplying the 

country’s energy needs.
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Distribution transformers

Winder	Power	designs	and	manufactures	a	range	
of	distribution	transformers,	complying	with	the	
requirements	of	ESI	35-1	and	BSEN60076			as	
applicable.

Distribution transformers supply electricity to around 800 homes 

and small businesses and are typically rated at around 1,000 kVA. 

Distribution transformers of this size can also be used in a range of 

specialist industrial applications. 

The high voltage flanges of our distribution transformers are suitable 

for direct coupling to ring main units, fuse switches or oil switches, 

and the low voltage flanges are suitable for direct coupling to 

distribution pillars to form a complete substation. Cable boxes can 

be provided for either air or compound filled terminations.

At Winder Power we can supply our distribution transformers as part 

of a complete containerised substation with fuses on the low voltage 

side of the distribution transformer and a circuit breaker or ring main 

unit on the high voltage side of the distribution transformer.
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Winder	 Power	 manufactures	 a	 range	 of	
air-cooled,	 cast	 resin	 transformers,	 with	 or	
without	 enclosures,	 which	 are	 particularly	
suitable	 for	 use	 at	 high	 temperature	 and	 in	
tunnelling	applications.

All transformers are produced in accordance with IEC 60076-11 

standards, and in particular they meet requirements for climatic 

(C2), environmental (E2) and fire (F1) classes.

The standard offer covers distribution cast resin transformers from 

50kVA up to 3150kVA, insulation class up to 36kV with standard or 

reduced losses (IEC 60076-11).

Our design and construction capacity can satisfy many diverse needs 

and applications, such as autotransformers, reactors and earthing 

transformers, transformers for 6-12-18-24-36 pulse rectifier, 

HV-HV transformers and LV-LV transformers, three-single phase 

transformers, triple windings transformers, and applications for 

traction and for testing rooms.

Cast resin transformers
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Transformer test

Winder	Power	can	offer	routine	and	Type	Testing	
on	 all	 transformers.	 Transformer	 testing	 is	
undertaken	 at	 our	 Leeds	 base	 in	 our	 recently	
upgraded	testing	facility.

Winder Power has a long history of Type Testing transformers. 

Impulse tests, temperature rise tests and short circuit tests have all 

been carried out on a range of distribution and power transformers 

from 500kVA to 55MVA.
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Substation services

Winder	 Power	 is	 much	 more	 than	 a	 world-
class	 designer	 and	 manufacturer	 of	 power	
transformers.

The company’s reputation has been founded just as much on the 

exceptional levels of added value transformer services it offers to its 

customers.

Working with its customers every step of the way, Winder Power’s 

engineering and installation teams are well versed in the whole 

process, from product design and manufacturing through to 

installation and ongoing maintenance contracts.

Key services provided include installation, cabling, upgrades, 

servicing, painting and testing. Testing is conducted at our recently 

upgraded transformer testing facility in Leeds.
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Exports	 count	 for	 around	 20%	 of	 Winder	
Power’s	 services	 and	 products.	 The	 company	
can	 respond	quickly	 to	 any	 requirements	 right	
across	the	globe.	

Whether it is commissioning a distribution transformer in Azerbaijan 

or supplying a power transformer to Singapore, Winder Power has 

the export capability to deliver a world-class product and service.

Our team is highly experienced in arranging transportation, and can 

help with installation and commissioning at the final destination. 

Recent projects include supplying and installing transformers for oil 

companies in the Middle East as well as for the Maggotty Hydro 

scheme in Jamaica.

Exports
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